
 

       

Gerichtsstand ist für beide Teile Passau. (Court of jurisdiction is for both parties Passau) 

 

 

 
CUSTOMS DUTY WARRENTY FOR FISKAL DECLARATIONS 

                                                                                                                                                                   

Company: 
(legal form + Owner of company) 

                                                                           AEO  C         F         S 
 

Adress:  

Phone:  

TVA/VAT/UID/EORI Nr.:  

Contact Person:  

 
 
We give with this document a warrenty till withdrawal of this permit to 
 

i.o. GLOBAL LOGISTICS GmbH, Mitticher Strasse 3, D-94152 Neuhaus  

IMEX Customs Service GmbH, Autobahngrenze 15, A-4975 Suben 

 
We declare, that you can dispatch all import broadcast for my/our company, in my/our name –customs rightly- 
With making and sign – right combined- all the customs papers for us in our name. 
. And we declare that:: 

1. I´m/we´re the buyer of the goods.. 
2. I´m/we´re about the import broadcast just to the complete pretax deduction.   
3. I´m/we´re retailer, wholesalers, ultimate consumers. 
4. Other considerations who are relevant for Imex Customs Service GmbH Company: 
5. A company audit (customs office) was / never/ last time at: 
6. We shall be liable irrespective of fault against the company Global Logistics GmbH for the correctness / 

authenticity of the information provided , for proper billing , and compliance with the regulations that require 
the part of the purchaser to carry out the orders for fiscal representation and declaration are , in particular, 
that the goods will not remain in Germany , and here import VAT exempt . German law applies and the 
ADSp in the current version . Jurisdiction for all disputes arising from this agreement is Passau . The law of 
the Federal Republic of Germany as agreed . 

7. If Global or Imex will be debtor, we will be liable for all costs incurred . 
8. If a Binding Tariff Information exist , so Global / IMEX will be informed !! 
7. I/We take,( payment of duty,) and obligate us the prepaid to pay back our costs, quickly after 

got the invoice. 
8. According ADSP. §29- Global Logistics GmbH is working about the newest valid “ADSP” 

We can only make your customs papers after sending back this form with fax  
( signed and stamped ) 

      For making customs papers we need a confirmation about take over cost for customs papers! 
      Owing to your VAT-Number we dispatch your goods to the customs duty and tax right free traffic with 

Tax free delivery (free of import sales tax)! 
You have to absolute make sure for compliance of tax appointments of your country (possible 
„INTRASTAT-announcement). 
Costs € 90,- + NK. Prices are valid at customs office Suben, additional fees at other borders possible. 
 

Yet we need a confirmation for customs office about the exit of the goods from Austria, 
we please you to send us a ORIGINAL signed “confirmation of receipt” shortly back (with 
date and stamp from your company!!!)  

 
 

 
 
 

......................................., the ................                         ................................................................. 

 place          date                NAME,  Signature, Company-stamp 


